Our topic in Cherry Tree this term is Frantic Pharaohs!
Math like an Egyptian

Hieroglyphics

Queen Cleopatra

Research the Ancient Egyptian maths
symbols.
Create some amazingly ancient maths
equations for Miss Guest and Cherry to work
out.
You can use addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division.
(Make sure you have an answer sheet!)

What are hieroglyphics?
What symbols were used and what did they
mean?

Research into the Ancient Egyptian Queen
Cleopatra.

Death Mask
Pharaohs and Queens were buried in a grand
death mask made from gold.

Make an Ancient Egyptian scroll and write
a secret message for Miss Guest and Cherry
Tree to work out.

Design and make your own death mask.

Choose at least 2 activities to
complete by 11/10/2019 and
bring them in to school and share
your creativity so we can display
them in class!

Maximum Mummification
Write a set of instructions on how to make a
mummy.

The life of an Ancient Egyptian
Imagine you have travelled back in time in
the Tardis to Ancient Egypt.

What did the Egyptians do to mummies
before they wrapped them in bandages?
What other things have you learnt about
mummies?
You could make your own mummy and
include some photographs in your step-bystep mummification guide.
(You may want to use an old Barbie or Action
Man.)

What did the Ancient Egyptians do in their
daily lives? What did they wear? What kind
of work did they do? Did anything exciting
happen to you on your travels?
Create a diary entry (or more than one if
you’re there for more than a day!) of your
exciting adventure.
(You may want to include
food/entertainment/clothing.)

Who is she?
Why is she a famous Ancient Egyptian?
Produce an information booklet about her life.
Egypt today
Research Egypt today and make a brochure on
places of interest to visit.
You may include maps, paragraphs of
information, sub headings, drawings,
photographs, labels, captions, attraction star
rating and reviews from tourists etc.…
Religion
Religion was very important to the Ancient
Egyptians. They worshipped many gods for a
happy life because they believed the gods
protected the land.
Make your own mini encyclopaedia on religion.
Remember they are organised alphabetically
and pages may include photos or diagrams.
To give you a head start words you may include
could be: afterlife, temple, pyramid, gods and
goddesses, embalmer, mummification, canopic
jar, book of the dead etc.

